SECTION III: STUDENT POLICY 3030
Parent/Student and School Agreement
Insight School of Oklahoma (the “School”) provides a full-service model to help students who are
struggling with their education an alternative academic program to help them stay in school, achieve a
high school diploma, and be prepared for success in college, work and life. The parents and students
of the School acknowledge and agree that the School’s success and impact is premised on these
values. As a school of choice and a full-time virtual program, parents and students have agreed to
fulfill certain expectations and School policies. Parents and students are aware that it is their obligation
to fulfill the expectations and to comply with the School policies in order for the student and School to
be successful.
Direct parental involvement is fundamental to the success of the School. The School requires
mandatory in-person Start-Up Success Sessions for all new applicants to the School. The learning
coach or legal guardian must attend the session(s) and the student’s application for enrollment will not
be approved until this has been completed. To the extent the School requires any additional parental
involvement, such as other mandatory training, educational sessions, and/or the execution of certain
documents/forms, the parent acknowledges and agrees to participate and cooperate or reenrollment
may be denied.
Student attendance is required for enrollment in the School. The School is required to track attendance
according to state law. Students that do not meet attendance requirements or adequate progress may
be found truant and/or withdrawn from the School. Attendance is defined by the student’s participation
in the online learning process. This includes the following: participating in all required synchronous
courses; participating in all assigned interventions (such as small group meetings); and logging into a
course and completing the assignments. Students that do not meet attendance requirements for ten
(10) consecutive days or whose cumulative non-attendance exceeds 10 days in a semester will be
found truant and may be withdrawn from the School. A student that who is truant or who consistently
refuses to fully participate in the learning process by not participating in all required synchronous
classes, not participating in all assigned interventions (such as small group meetings), or not logging
into a course and completing the assignments my not be authorized to reenroll in the following semester
or School year.
Parents or other responsible adults are expected to maintain communication with the School and
teachers on a regular basis. Learning coaches are required to check their email on the daily basis.
Phone conferences and/or live online class connect meetings will be initiated by the teacher as needed
and all parties, to include the parent, responsible adult, and/or learning coach, as well as the student
when requested by the School will be expected to have access to all curriculum materials and a
computer for these conferences. Face-to-face meetings may be requested as well by the School. A
working phone number, email address, and current physical, mailing, and shipping address must be
provided throughout the school year. Families are required to notify all teachers and/or School
administration of any changes in contact information as they occur. Failure of a parent or legal guardian
to maintain reasonable communication with the School may result in the denial of reenrollment.
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All students shall be required to participate in district and state-mandated testing according to their
grade level. Parents are advised prior to enrollment and parents agree to this responsibility prior to
enrollment in the School. Parents acknowledge and agree that state testing is completed in person
and that it is the family’s responsibly to provide transportation to the testing location. Parents and
students that fail to attend and participate in the required testing may be denied enrollment in future
school years.
All students must have a computer dedicated for schooling. Families that are using their own computer
are responsible for ensuring their personal computer meets the School’s required specifications.
Additionally, high-speed internet access is required for all students. If the School discovers that a
student does not have a dedicated computer and/or high-speed internet, the School may deny
reenrollment in future school years.
The failure of the parent and/or student to fulfill their agreement with the School and to honor the
acknowledgment of expectations and School policies, the School may impose consequences to
include, but not limited to: locking a student’s account, reporting a student as truant to the appropriate
authorities, and denying a student’s request to reenroll. Fundamentally, the School seeks to serve the
best interest of a student, and the School believes that if a student is not attending required online
sessions with the teacher, if a parent and/or student is not in regular contact with the teacher, if a
student is not doing the assignments, and/or if a family does not have a computer and internet, then a
full-time virtual school may not be the best choice for that family or student. Therefore, in the best
interest of the student, the School may deny reenrollment to any student who does not comply with this
policy.
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